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Agenda

• What is work culture and why it matters
• Developing culture with intention
• Importance of trust and communication
• Onboarding & hiring teams that support your values
• The Servant Leadership Strategy
• Changing your work culture

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 Andrea - 



Is Work Culture 
Important? 

• “If you create a great 
place to work, great work 
takes place”

- Ben Peterson, CEO Bamboo HR

- 94% of those surveyed said 
company culture is important to 
an organization’s success.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ANDREA – The NASCSP/WDWG Survey also confirmed this by 286 Subgrantee responses ranking WORK CULTURE #2 Priority -Second only to competitive wages.



What is Work Culture?

Shared Values 

Belief Systems

Attitudes 

Leadership 

Strategic Direction

Management Influence

Mission Driven

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ANDREA - SHRM : The key to a successful organization is to have a culture based on a strongly held and widely shared set of beliefs that are supported by strategy and structure. When an organization has a strong culture, three things happen: Employees know how top management wants them to respond to any situation, employees believe that the expected response is the proper one, and employees know that they will be rewarded for demonstrating the organization's values.SHRM says: Company culture is a shared set of workplace beliefs, values, attitudes, standards, purposes, and behaviors. It reflects both the written and unwritten rules that people in an organization follow. Your organization’s culture is the sum of all that you and your colleagues think, say, and do as you work together.



Society for Human 
Resource Management

An organization's culture defines the proper 
way to behave within the organization. 

This culture consists of shared beliefs and 
values established by leaders and then 
communicated and reinforced through 
various methods, ultimately shaping 
employee perceptions, behaviors and 
understanding.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ANDREA - SHRM: An organization's culture defines the proper way to behave within the organization. This culture consists of shared beliefs and values established by leaders and then communicated and reinforced through various methods, ultimately shaping employee perceptions, behaviors and understanding.The key to a successful organization is to have a culture based on a strongly held and widely shared set of beliefs that are supported by strategy and structure. When an organization has a strong culture, three things happen: Employees know how top management wants them to respond to any situation, employees believe that the expected response is the proper one, and employees know that they will be rewarded for demonstrating the organization's values.Employers have a vital role in perpetuating a strong culture, starting with recruiting and selecting applicants who will share the organization's beliefs and thrive in that culture, developing orientation, training and performance management programs that outline and reinforce the organization's core values and ensuring that appropriate rewards and recognition go to employees who truly embody the values



Top workplace stressor in 2021

• Low salaries
• Long hours
• Lack of opportunity for 

growth or advancement 
• Lack of involvement in 

decision making 

Data Source: The Center for Association Leadership

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ANDREA - Heavy workloads and unrealistic job expectations also have a significant impact on stress levels.QUESTION: Can you think of any NEW workplace stressors since COVID??



What are the 
symptoms of 
“SICK” work 
culture?

Audience participation 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ANDREA -Some of us may have experienced in our career at least one SICK work culture (toxic, ineffective) How did you know you were in a SICK work culture – What were some of the symptoms?Attrition / Lots of sick time / Bad customer service? an ineffective culture can bring down the organization and its leadership. Disengaged employees, high turnover, poor customer relations and lower performance are examples of how the wrong culture can negatively impact the organization. 



Work culture 
will impact 
your 
organization’s 
reputation

Good culture drives employee engagement and 
increases retention, because your team feels 
supported and able to do their best work every day. 

To retain talent, you must ensure all team members 
feel welcome in your organization, regardless of 
gender, appearance, race, and identity.

You are competing in the talent game, with every 
industry, you can’t afford to lose skilled staff due to 
a toxic work culture.

It establishes standards for teamwork, conflict 
resolution, collaboration, and team building across 
your organization.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ANDREA - Your culture defines and shapes your work environment. Investing in organizational culture and leadership where team members can thrive, engage with work, and feel supported is exactly what contributes to business success. By leveraging your company values, you can regularly and intentionally improve your business engine, customer support, onboarding, recruiting, internal processes, and nearly everything else about your organization. Reduces turnover, increases retention and improves moraleDrives creativity and innovation, higher productivityImproved customer experience and satisfactionIncreased revenue and profitsGreater interest from top talent 



When to begin developing 
a healthy work culture?

• The bottom line is: As soon as possible!

• Your culture will develop with or without 
you. Take the time to nurture your desired 
culture.

• A strong culture comes from intentionality 
& communication—rather than letting 
culture happen.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ANDREA - The bottom line is: as soon as possible. Truth is, your culture will develop with or without you. The difference is, without actively developing and shaping your company culture, you risk having a disorganized and ambiguous framework. Instead, take the time to nurture your desired culture. A strong culture comes from intentionality—rather than letting culture happen. Be persistent; if you defer this work because it feels hard and distracting now, you’re just setting yourselves up for a much harder (and eventually perhaps impossible) problem to solve later. Culture reinforces itself and becomes more rigid over time, so it’s important to nudge it in the right direction as early as possible.” 



Eight Culture Categories

1. Caring, collaborative, and supportive 
2. Purposeful, idealistic, and altruistic 
3. Learning, inventive, and innovative 
4. Enjoyable, fun, and stimulating 
5. Results-oriented, driven by achievement and winning 
6. Authoritative, competitive, and controlling 
7. Safe, predictable, and risk-averse 
8. Orderly, methodical, and cooperative

Source: Research in Harvard Business Review (HBR) has identified eight distinct culture styles

Breakout Discussion:
1) Which Culture 
Category do you work 
in today?  

2) Which is your 
preferred Culture 
Category? Why?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ANDREA - Research in Harvard Business Review (HBR) has identified eight distinct culture styles



What is your ideal 
work culture?
What is your 
current culture?
Audience participation 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DWIGHT – Work through the audience feedback from the breakouts. 



Good culture starts 
with commitment

Building organizational culture takes 
time and dedication—but a good 
culture can enable your team 
members to do their most impactful 
work.

High-performance cultures don’t 
happen organically; they’re designed, 
architected and built with intention.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ANDREA -



RECRUIT EMPLOYEES WITH 
SHARED VALUES & BELIEFS

• Right from the start, make sure you hire 
people who share or support the 
organizations values and beliefs. 

• To build a diverse culture, begin at the 
beginning: with hiring and onboarding.

• Invest in diversity, inclusion, and 
belonging.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
GEOFF - Employers have a vital role in perpetuating a strong culture, starting with recruiting and selecting applicants who will share the organization's beliefs and thrive in that culture, developing orientation, training and performance management programs that outline and reinforce the organization's core values and ensuring that appropriate rewards and recognition go to employees who truly embody the values / Dwight’s example of the Wrong Fit – New hire did not fit in with values and beliefs. Research shows that companies with more diverse teams are more innovative, make better decisions, and are more effective at achieving their financial goals. -A key part of organizational culture is making sure your team members feel like they belong—and that starts with diversity, inclusion, and belonging. Building a diverse workforce isn’t just the right thing to do—it actually gives your team a competitive advantage. Inclusive hiring and onboarding practices. To build a diverse culture, begin at the beginning: with hiring and onboarding. Aim to attract and source candidates from underrepresented groups. Equip your human resources and talent acquisition teams to be advocates for diversity and inclusion at every stage in the hiring and onboarding process. Real talk events. To make your team feel welcome and like they belong, make sure there’s a safe space for them to be their full selves at work.  Inclusive spaces. Another way for team members to be their full selves is to make sure they’re comfortable simply being in your space. This can include dedicated mother’s rooms for working moms, prayer rooms, 



Build great 
hiring and 

onboarding 
processes

Clarify Clarify how important diversity and inclusion 
is up front.

Train
Train your hiring managers to use more 
precise language to describe how you feel 
about potential hires. 

Educate Educate hiring managers' about unconscious 
bias. Everyone has unconscious bias.

Evaluate
Evaluate pay equity and accessible 
compensation. Evaluate if they are a good fit 
for your culture and mission.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
GEOFF - Organizational culture starts the moment someone interacts with your company—like seeing an ad, taking a recruiter call, showing up for an onsite interview, or arriving to work on their first day. Making sure your team members feel welcome, clearly understand your hiring and onboarding processes, and have access to the information they need to succeed is critical to building a strong, inclusive organizational culture. Hiring /There are a variety of ways to build inclusive hiring processes that lead to strong company culture. Evaluate pay equity and accessible compensation. It’s no secret that there is a wage gap between different underrepresented minorities. A key part of inclusive hiring and healthy culture is ensure you’re paying team members equally. If you don’t already, regularly evaluate key compensation-related metrics at your company by gender and race. If necessary, conduct a more rigorous pay equity analysis to ensure all team members are being compensated fairly.  Train hiring managers about unconscious bias. Everyone has unconscious bias—these mental shortcuts are how our brain processes information quickly. But without proper recognition, unconscious bias can lead to skewed judgments and reinforce stereotypes. To avoid this, hold training sessions for hiring managers and team members to recognize and combat unconscious biases in the workplace.Stop evaluating culture fit. A lot of times, you may hear a team member say “I liked them, they’re a strong culture fit.” But this statement can be misleading. A lot of us use cultural fit to describe good feelings or positive vibes we got from a potential hire. The problem is, we’re more likely to feel that way with people who are similar to us. Evaluating for fit is important—but train your hiring managers to use more precise language to describe how you feel about potential hires. Does this applicant embody your organization’s values? Which ones do they embody, and why? Do they align with your mission? Explain precisely how. Using more specific examples and language can help you properly evaluate applicants.Clarify how important diversity and inclusion is up front. Let any job applicants know that building an inclusive culture is a priority for your company. If you haven’t already, consider adding a blurb to the end of your job description announcing your commitment to inclusivity. 



Ground your culture 
in mutual trust

“Trust is optimistically 
extended, solidified over 
time and broken in an 
instant.” 

- Andrea Schroer, NASCSP

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Andrea - Question:  How important is TRUST in a working relationship? What can you do to build trust with your peers, your leadership?



Ground 
your 
culture in 
mutual
trust

An inclusive culture must be centered on 
trust at its core. There are several ways you 
can build this into your company culture:

Hold open forums with company 
leadership.
 Solicit feedback at every level.
 Increase visibility across projects, 

processes, and decisions.
 Distribute responsibility where appropriate
 Actions back up words, consistently.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Andrea - An inclusive culture must be centered on trust at its core. Employees have to feel safe to be themselves, experiment, take chances, fail, and ultimately, succeed as individuals and as teams.Part of building your organization’s culture is creating a space where employees, regardless of title, team, or tenure, feel welcome and encouraged to share ideas and thoughts. To support mutual trust, create clear avenues for team members to engage and be honest. There are several ways you can build this into your company culture:Hold open forums with company leadership. One way to show your team members that you trust them is to provide access to company leaders and ask questions that are on their mind. Whether you bring in your entire executive team or do monthly ask me anything Q&A sessions with different company leaders, showing your employees that you’re open to answering their questions builds reciprocal trust. Solicit feedback at every level. When is the last time you did an employee survey?? The flip side of being open is accepting feedback from your team members. Disagreement is actually key to good team collaboration, and constructive criticism can help you build closer connection with your team members. Learn how to give and take constructive feedback in our article.Increase visibility across projects, processes, and decisions. Sometimes, team members just want to know what’s happening or why a decision was made. Where possible, keep information public, or share out important decisions in a central source. Distribute responsibility - When everyone on a team is empowered and trusted to manifest their full potential, each person becomes capable of so much more, which makes the company capable of so much more. Our experience is that, with the right team, distributed authority results in organizations that are happier and more effective in accomplishing their most ambitious missions.”



Increase Clarity, Communicate Goals

Clarity is key for a good working 
environment and, as a result, a good 
company culture. 

If you don’t already, make sure you have 
a clear, tangible way to connect daily 
work to company goals.

Track and communicate goals! That way, 
Team members can clearly see which 
goals they’re contributing to and how 
their work matters.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Geoff- Clarity is key for a good working environment and, as a result, a good company culture. Too often, work is siloed between teams and tools, making it hard to find. Without a clear understanding of what you need to do—and why it matters—it can feel like you’re spinning your wheels without really going anywhere. If you don’t already, make sure you have a clear, tangible way to connect daily work to company goals. According to recent research, only 26% of knowledge workers have a very clear understanding of how their individual work relates to company goals. That’s because setting goals in a slide deck or spreadsheet that gets checked quarterly isn’t a strong enough connection to regular, daily work. Onboarding is a pivotal moment for making employees feel included from day one. It sets the tone for a person’s tenure at your company, laying the foundation for their knowledge of and experience working for your company. Andrea – Do we want to break out for 3 minutes and ask people what GOALS in their ORG tie back to their mission?



Communication Examples

As the CVWS Director I often start my day out in the warehouse loading 
insulation/materials with the Crew Chiefs and Installers. This gives us 
an informal time to catch up and for me to learn:

• Where they are at
• What they are thinking
• Learn about their families
• What is on their minds other than the job

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DWIGHT



Communication 
Examples

• Knowing this information about each 
employee helps me to know

• Are they happy
• What are their goals with the 

company
• Allows me to offer help when I can
• Offer training opportunities when 

needed
• Understand the challenges they are 

having outside of the workplace
• Transparency 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DWIGHT



Transparency

Does management manage in a vacuum?   OR does 
management involve the staff whenever possible and share 
information such as budget levels, production quotas, 
Allowable cost per unit issues?  

As the State person, I have seen our most successful agencies 
share information with their staff.   Post a chart in the office 
showing budget vs. actuals for the month and goals.  Go over it 
with everyone monthly.  This helps people feel more part of 
the team and more valued.   

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Geoff slide.   Might want to place near clarity slide?  



Examples of good 
and poor Work 

Culture / Happy 
workplace from 

your past!  

Let’s learn from the 
past!! 

Break into a group and someone take 
notes.   Each person give an example 
from your past work life, of what helped 
provide a good work culture or happy 
and effective work place.  List them all to 
share.

Then, each person give an example 
from your past of what led to a 
poor culture or unhappy work 
place.  List them all to share.

NOTE: give as many examples of 
good and bad as you can in time 
allowed.   

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Geoff to lead – (5-10)  What do you think?  5 minutes for group discussion and 5 minutes to report out?   



Leadership, 
Management 
and Strategy

“We are going to show you a video where 
Simon Sinek talks about what being a leader 
really means to him. While you are 
watching the first minutes of this video I 
want you think about two questions:
1) Have you ever had a boss, leader, 

supervisor or manager that understood 
this concept of leadership?

2) How would your work experience be 
different if you had a manager that 
operated with this concept in mind.

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=d
esktop&v=RyTQ5-SQYTo - Simon Sinek
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=de

sktop&v=MZcGj-eMH5o - 5 positive 
Dwight

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DWIGHT – 3 minute video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=RyTQ5-SQYTo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=MZcGj-eMH5o


Leadership, 
Management 
and Strategy

How is your work 
culture reinforced and 
communicated?  

Do your employees 
feel engaged?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DWIGHT / GEOFF 



Ideas for building employee involvement
• Ensure that employees feel heard

• Annual engagement survey
• Intermittent pulse surveys
• Focus groups about future work 
• IF you are going to survey, ensure 

that employees understand how you 
will ACT on them. 

• Involve employees in decision making 
• Regular listening sessions with CEO / ED

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Andrea / - RULES: #1 Don’t ask for feedback unless you plan to use it. #2. Tell your employees HOW you are using it.Go to Dwight -  Example Flex Schedule from Employee Feedback / Reinforces TRUST.



Servant Leadership 
For A Healthy 
Workplace Culture Dwight DeCoster



What Is Good About Your Workplace?

• What about the work that you do makes you come to work each 
day?

• What is it about your workplace that makes your work easy to do?
• What makes your work harder to do?
• What is one thing about your workplace that you would most like 

to change in order to be a more enjoyable environment to work 
in?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DWIGHT



What does a good leader provide?

• Time to do the job
• Resources to do the job (tools, money)
• Training to do the job
• Clear definition of the task
• Care and concern
• Support
• TRUST IN THE TEAM SELECTED TO PERFORM TASK
• A SHARED PATHWAY FOR EMPLOYEES/EMPLOYERS TO SUCCEED

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DWIGHT



Scenario
Imagine this:

• All communication must go through Director prior to going outside of 
organization

• Director is not present and often locks themselves in their office to avoid 
personal contact

• Director often takes side of folks outside of the organization over own team 
members

• Director makes plans without input or buy in from Management team

Q: Would you like to work on this team?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DWIGHT



Servant Leadership
• Servant leadership is a leadership philosophy in which the goal of the leader is 

to serve. This is different from traditional leadership where the leader's main 
focus is the thriving of their company or organization. A servant leader shares 
power, puts the needs of the employees first and helps people develop and 
perform as highly as possible. Instead of the people working to serve the leader, 
the leader exists to serve the people. (Robert K. Greenleaf)

• When leaders shift their mindset and serve first, they benefit as well as their 
employees in that their employees acquire personal growth, while the 
organization grows as well due to the employees growing commitment and 
engagement. Since this leadership style came about, a number of different 
organization have adopted this style as their way of leadership.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DWIGHT – I took a little out - stated by its founder, Robert K. Greenleaf, a Servant Leader should be focused on, "Do those served grow as persons? Do they, while being served, become healthier, wiser, freer, more autonomous, more likely themselves to become servants?"[3] 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leadership


Servant 
Leadership 
and it’s 
Qualities

• Robert K. Greenleaf “The Servant as a Leader” 
1970

• 10 practices of a servant leader
• Listening
• Empathy
• Healing
• Awareness
• Persuasion
• Conceptualization
• Foresight
• Stewardship
• Commitment to the growth of people
• Building Community

• www.Greenleaf.org

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DWIGHT



Servant 
Leaders in 
the 
Workplace

• Leading by example
• Cultivating Trust
• Collaboration
• Forward-thinking
• Accountability
• Continuous Improvement
• Bizlibrary.com/blog/leadership/servant-

leadership/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DWIGHT



Blame Free 
Workspace

Is a business practice that enables all team 
members to make mistakes without being 
made to feel badly about.

• The only mistakes not considered for 
blame free processing are those that 
are willfully made or so outside of the 
organizations mission and culture as 
to be criminal in nature

• In this practice mistakes are 
considered to be

• Lack of training
• Lack of time
• Lack of resources

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DWIGHT



Equity
(there’s more
than one
definition)

Does management get preferential 
treatment?   Do all the rules not apply to 
them?

In a non-profit or state government setting 
like in WAP, that doesn’t work in my 
experience.  It leads to poor morale, back 
biting, resentment.  The rules should apply to 
all.    

“Do as we say, and as we do”.   Lead by 
example!!   

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Geoff slide.  



Things the 
State Office 
can do to 
support 
good culture 
within its 
network:

• Support and provide for good paying Wx jobs.   Talk 
about your program as full of skilled, highly trained 
workers.  Ex. Create a minimum wage and provide 
funding. 

• Make the mission of Wx clear and often.   Emphasize 
everyone in Wx has jobs in order to serve clients.   That’s 
why we are here.  A shared value.  

• Lead by example.  Don’t stereotype or talk poor of any 
clients.  Emphasize they ARE paying customers and treat 
them that way.  

• Leads by sharing best practice amongst and support for 
each other.   Ex. State Wx Conferences, statewide 
Program gatherings, TEC Meetings, etc... TEAM effort. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Geoff slide. - Try to create a state-wide TEAM effort where all the agencies work together with the state office.  Have regular meetings where folks from all agencies meet and get to know each other. 



Operationalizing your Culture: Discussion

Audience Question: If you have a sick work culture, how do 
you turn it into a healthy work culture?

• Anyone want to share STEPS they could take towards a 
positive transformation

• What can you do when you are not in charge?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DWIGHT - A courageous culture connects its values to specific behaviors so people know what is expected, encouraged, and rewarded within their team and organization. (Brene Brown)



https://nascsp.org/2022-annual-training-conference-minneapolis-mn/



NASCSP Conference: Innovative Workforce 
Strategies and Pilots for the New Generation

Tackling workforce challenges will take intentional, creative partnerships 
to succeed. Xcel Energy and the Center for Energy and Environment 
have come together to design a workforce development pilot program 
by recruiting, training, and ultimately employing women and Black, 
Indigenous, People of Color (BIPOC) living in areas of concentrated 
poverty in St. Paul and Minneapolis. Learn how they recruit and train new 
participants, and how participants are placed into energy auditor and 
insulation installer internships. 
AMPACT,  Serve Minnesota and MN CAA are partnering with 
AmeriCorps to create opportunities for people to serve their 
communities, support weatherization staff, and learn about building 
science and climate and social justice. The Climate Impact Corps has 
completed its pilot year, placing AmeriCorps members with two WAP 
agencies performing energy audits, retrofits, solar PV home 
assessments, and homeowner education and outreach.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Allison Moe, NREL; Rebecca Olsen, CEE; Dylan Kelly, Ampact; Sharon Delcambre, Serve MN; Xavier Walter, BPA 
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